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Feathering the Bass Drum 
— The Power of Subtlety
by Phillip Smith  

“Four to the bar,” “four on the floor,” or “feathering”:  These are the most common terms used in jazz to
describe the act of lightly playing 4 quarter notes per measure on the bass drum.

Feathering came to prominence during the big band and bebop years (1930s-1940s).  Prior to that the bass
drum was played heavier and was a more integral sound within the band itself especially in Dixieland and
New Orleans brass band styles where the imitation of marching drummers was the norm.  

Many drummers believe that feathering actually stopped during the bebop years, but that couldn’t be fur-
ther from the truth.  With bebop drummers “dropping bombs” on the bass drum it gave many the impres-
sion that feathering had been replaced by constant syncopated bass drum fills.  However close listening to
many of the great be bop drummers — Kenny Clarke, Max Roach, Philly Joe Jones etc. — will reveal their
mastery of feathering.  And before you say that it is an antiquated sound that modern drummers spurn, let
me remind you that contemporary drumming greats Carl Allen, Kenny Washington,  Lewis Nash, Steve
Gadd, Jeff Hamilton and (the late) Tony Williams all feather(ed) the bass drum.

Feathering was originally a way to emphasize and add some percussive attack to the acoustic bassist’s quar-
ter-note walking line.  However it also does several specific things for the drummer and the rest of the
band.  First it lays a solid foundation for the entire group.  It also adds a layer of bottom end to the drum-
mers individual sound.  In a normal swing groove the basic instruments are all high pitched (cymbals, hi
hats, & snare), thus the addition of some low end to the mix lends stability to the groove.  Finally it directly
effects how the drummer plays.  The hands play differently over the top of a constant quarter note bass
pattern than without.  The feathering motion provides a solid reference that allows the hands to play synco-
pated rhythms against it.  Also many drummers find that without feathering it makes them feel obligated to
play more syncopated bass drum and snare drum ideas to fill spaces.

TECHNIQUE

One of the most important factors in achieving the correct feathering volume and sound characteristics is
proper pedal technique.  Most drummers using the feathering technique play with a felt beater on a medi-
um to loose tensioned pedal.  The bass drum is generally double headed with no hole in the front head and
tuned higher and more open (sometimes totally open or with just a felt strip) than the “rock/funk” sound
with a pillow.  

Begin with the heel down style of playing.  Some drummers play heel up (and play heel up well) however,
most find it more relaxing and easier to feather with their foot resting the entire time.  The heel down tech-
nique produces a more legato, resonate sound which is generally desired for this style.  

The leg should remain very relaxed much like when you are sitting, dangling your legs off a boat dock or
ledge.  Your foot should be comfortably on the pedal with your heel on the heel plate, though some players
like to have their foot high up on the footboard with the toe-stop removed.  Using the weight of your leg
and perhaps a bit of foot pressure should make the beater sit about 1 to 2 inches from the head.  When
making the stroke you should strive to keep that 1 to 2 inch distance between the head and beater.  The
space should only widen when you intend on making accented strokes.  

The feathering stroke is compared to lightly tapping your toe, however, plenty of sound will be generated
from the small ankle movements.  Allow the beater to rebound off the head. The finishing position should
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be the same as the starting position.  The main point is to get the bass drum head vibrating just enough to
generate some low end frequencies, you don’t need to hear the attack and definition of each note.  

PRACTICE TIPS

A good exercise to test your new technique and improve your control of the pedal is to play quarter notes
spanning the dynamic spectrum.  Keep the dynamic level of the hands and the left foot on the hi hat the
same and only change the dynamic level of the bass drum.  Also work on the inverse of this, keep the quar-
ter notes on the bass drum very soft and change the dynamic level of the other limbs.  This will help you
develop the independence and touch needed to effectively feather the bass drum. 

Practice feathering using the Chapin book, Advanced Techniques for the Modern Drummer.  Play the entire
first half of the book with a light four on the floor.  Also try feathering with many of the systems created
for use with the Ted Reed book, Syncopation.  There are many other books available which will give you
plenty of practice on feathering.  With a little creativity you can develop your own system of practice in no
time.

After a while put your new skill to work with some recorded music.  There are numerous trio recordings
available that do not use drummers, the most common configuration being piano, bass and guitar.  Many
of these recordings also feature legendary players such as Ray Brown, Ron Carter, and Christian McBride.
“Playing” with the masters is a great way to perfect your time, feel, touch and sound.

Lastly, make sure you spend some time playing brushes.  Playing with brushes is an artform unto itself, and
a good brush technique on the drumset incorporates feathering the bass drum.

SOUND & APPLICATION

If you are ever in a playing situation where someone turns to you and tells you to stop playing the bass
drum, you are playing it too loudly.  The old saying, “felt but not heard,” is never truer in this sense.  The
feathering technique should never be heard as a separate rhythm riding above the volume of the rest of the
drumset.  However it should be noticed when it is REMOVED from the foundation of the kit.  

I’ve consciously experimented with stopping the bass drum during playing situations to see what effect it
might have on the music and my fellow players.  In every encounter the entire group noticed that some-
thing seemed to have gone wrong.  One band member put it succinctly by saying it felt like the bottom had
dropped out of the group. 

Practice, practice, practice and then practice some more.  Feathering is foreign and difficult to master for
some, but mastering the technique is extremely rewarding and will add a tremendous amount of depth to
your playing.  In time, feathering will become as natural as the jazz ride pattern or the hi hat on 2 & 4.
Plus, who knows, maybe the guys in the band will notice a whole new feel and depth to your playing.
Never underestimate the power of subtlety.

This article appeared in the September 2002 issue of Modern Drummer magazine and is reprinted with their permission.

Phillip Smith is a professional drummer and educator located in Atlanta, GA. He has performed with James
Williams, Donald Brown, George Coleman and many other jazz greats.  He is currently the drummer for the
Bill Anschell trio and the Atlanta Symphony Pops Orchestra.  Phillip is a clinician for Bosphorus cymbals and
also endorses Regal Tip sticks and brushes and Aquarian drum heads.



Summary of the main points in 

The Art of Practice
Developing good practice skills can be an art form in itself. What we practice and how we practice are
very important to ones development as a musician.  

WHAT DO YOU PRACTICE?
This will be different for everyone depending on your stage of musical development and what you need
in order to move forward. Here are some ideas and recommendations:

1 - Practice whatever you need to do a better job on the gigs you are currently playing.  You will have
some relevant ideas to work on by remembering what songs or feels you had trouble with, listening
to a recording of the gig or by using feedback from the other band members.

2 - I recommend studying with a good private teacher to learn how to read music, develop good tech-
nique, be exposed to interesting ideas and approaches, and to get clear and instant feedback on your
progress.  By studying with a teacher you can also develop good practice discipline because you’ll
need to prepare a weekly lesson. 

3 - Use your practice time to work on and develop your own ideas.  

4 - Use your practice time to learn music and prepare for an upcoming gig, session or audition.

5 - Work on an idea that interests you that you read about in a magazine or that you hear someone play
on a CD, a live gig/clinic or an educational DVD/video.  

HOW DO YOU PRACTICE?
Here are some practicing principles I use  that have helped me continue to grow as a player.

1 - Practice Every Day with an occasional day off.

2 - Be Organized and Consistent - know what you are going to practice each day and stick to the plan.

3 - Use Patience and Take Your Time.

4 - Practice Quietly and Slowly. By doing this you gain control at many Volumes and Tempos.

5 - Figure out the Stickings and Hand/Foot combinations. With this process you gain an under-
standing of the information in the idea. With Consistent, Slow and Relaxed practice you allow the
information to enter your subconscious.

6 - Slowly work out the motions necessary to play the ideas and eventually allow the motions start to
“play themselves.”

7 - Breath slowly, relax and use the practice as a meditation. Develop the habit of playing relaxed,
don’t hold tension in your body.  Use a mirror to watch your motions.

8 - Eventually “hear” the idea in your head and allow your body to respond and play it effortlessly.

9 - Practice with Musical Form, (e.g. 4 & 8 bar phrases, 12 bar blues, 32 bar AABA song form) play
along with CDs, and practice both with and without a click track.

10 - Warm up before the practice session, stop when fatigued.
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